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WHAT QUALITIES I AM THANKFUL FOR

I have many qualities for which I am thankful. Some of them are building legos, go-kart

driving, and swimming. These qualities bring me joy and happiness.

I’m thankful for being able to build adult Lego's well and do it in a reasonable time

frame. I have been building Legos for a very long time and grew good at it. Building Legos

are not always easy and they are sometimes challenging. The Legos I enjoy building most are

cars and trucks. I have quite the arsenal of Legos such as lamborghini sian lego , bugatti chiron

lego, and a ferrari daytona lego. These each have over 2,000 pieces and it was challenging

building them. Presently they are displayed in my bedroom, which makes me proud of myself

every time I look at them.

Driving go-karts is something I’m also good at. I have driven go - karts for a long time

and became good at it. Driving go - karts requires control of the vehicle, focus, and skills. I have

spent a lot of time doing this over the summer, which helped me become better. I think I have a

lot of experience. but I am still willing to train more.

Out of all the qualities I possess, my swimming ability is the one of which I am most

proud. I am best at swimming. I've learned many different techniques such as the butterfly

stroke, the dolphin kick, the breaststroke, the backstroke, and the side stroke . I am thankful for

this quality because I am able to swim in the ocean and the deep end of any pool. The deepest

I’ve gone is fourteen feet deep. Swimming helps me build body strength, helps me relax, and

helps me focus.

I am a very good person, and I know how to do things by myself. Some of the qualities I

have, I am very thankful for and appreciate. But as I grow older, maybe the qualities of which

I'm most proud will change. For right now, I am thankful for what I have and I am always

willing to learn.


